Mitsubishi Electric has automation on-the-move at Drives & Controls

Articulated arm robots that can move around a factory floor on AGVs and linear transfer carriages that can direct and think for themselves will both feature amongst other innovative products and solutions on the company's exhibition stands at Drives & Controls 2018.

Mitsubishi Electric will demonstrate how fully integrated automation and robotic solutions are the gateway to Industry 4.0 at the Drives & Controls Exhibition (NEC, Birmingham, 10-12 April 2018).

Beside exhibiting on Stands D716 and S256, Mitsubishi Electric will also take part in the robot demonstration zone on Stand R410, where it will display a robot solution that was developed together with AGV manufacturer Mirage.

Innovation now for productivity gains tomorrow

Visitors will be able to see a comprehensive range of robots, predictive maintenance solutions, intelligent conveying systems and AGVs. In addition, the company will present new industry leading developments in its automation solutions, such as PLCs, networks and HMIs.

One stand was not going to be enough for Mitsubishi Electric to present its best automation solutions at the 2018 Drives & Controls exhibition. The company will therefore be exhibiting in three different zones at the show: Drives & Controls, the Smart Industry Expo and Robotic Demonstration Zone.

Data collection and ease of integrating the plant with the enterprise level and beyond are fundamental in delivering Smart Manufacturing and adopting the principles of Industry 4.0 and Mitsubishi Electric will show many innovations in this area including edge computing and integrated network solutions.

AI and more

With reference to the next generation of fast, accessible predictive maintenance solutions, Mitsubishi Electric will exhibit a cloud based robot solution based on an AI platform, interfacing to IBM Watson. The latter uses predictive maintenance models, digital simulation and extrapolation of trends to provide maintenance information based on actual usage and wear characteristics. This solution can also be coupled with smart glasses, through which the operator receives guidance on what tasks need to be performed.

Other ground breaking projects from Mitsubishi Electric that will be showcased include Smart Condition Monitoring and Guided Operator Solutions.
While the first detects anomalous patterns of operation and provides detailed diagnostics for predictive and preventative maintenance, the latter is designed for manual assembly applications, eliminating mistakes in the assembly process and enabling the continuous transfer of production data from manual assembly operations to higher-level enterprise systems.

Mitsubishi Electric will also demonstrate recent developments in its innovative Linear Transfer System with Smart Carriage technology. This is an advanced packaging and assembly system equipped with on-board intelligence, data memory and integrated power for on-carriage devices, e.g. sensors. These allow the machine to ensure real-time synchronisation with other processes, to switch between vertical and horizontal tracks and to address operator safety. The Smart Carriage can also store product information or data and communicate them from one station to the next. This also allows the carriage to detect different products and decide on optimum routes and destinations.

Where to see each exhibit

Thanks to Mitsubishi Electric technology, the products presented can bring “digital transformation” to the factory floor. Visitors will be able to discuss the possible applications that are relevant to their field on stands D716 (Drives & Controls) and S256 (Smart Industry Expo).

In addition, Mitsubishi Electric has developed an AGV complete with an integrated robot arm, together with Mirage, a company developing bespoke factory automation for industry and lean manufacturing. Visitors will be able to directly experience how it works thanks to an interactive display in the Robotic Demonstration area (R410).

About Mitsubishi Electric

With over 95 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products to both corporate clients and general consumers all over the world, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing and communications, space development and satellite communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, as well as in products for the energy sector, water and waste water, transportation and building equipment.

With around 135,000 employees the company recorded consolidated group sales of 37.8 billion US Dollar* in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2017.

Our sales offices, research & development centres and manufacturing plants are located in over 30 countries.

Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Industrial Automation – UK Branch is located in Hatfield, United Kingdom. It is a part of the European Factory Automation Business Group based in Ratingen, Germany which in turn is part of Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan.

The role of Industrial Automation – UK Branch is to manage sales, service and support across its network of local branches and distributors throughout the United Kingdom.

Further Information:

Website: gb3a.mitsubishielectric.com/
Website: www.mitsubishielectric.com/
Email: automation@meuk.mee.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MEUKAutomation
Twitter: twitter.com/MEUKAutomation
YouTube: youtube.com/user/MitsubishiFAEU
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